
Oak Boot Jack | £20.00

No more need to strain or dirty your hands removing 
your boots with this beautiful oak boot jack.

Easy to use - great when you're in a rush
Solid oak - tough enough for constant use
Personalisation - make it belong in your home

      

Oak Boot Jack
This oak boot jack is an ideal solution for removing wet and muddy boots and wellies. Simply slide your lower leg into the recess 
and pull out your foot. The wooden surround will grip the bottom part of your boot as you lift. After a hard day out in the fields 
or hiking the hills, take the strain out of removing your footwear and keep your hands clean and dry. Having removed your 
muddy boots where better to store them than our Oak Welly Rack. We craft the boot jack from solid oak and so we build it to 
last. Personalise yours as a finishing touch to your home or a great gift for the walker. 

Categories: For Her Birthday, For His Birthday, Shoes & Boots, Boots & Wellies, WHAT'S NEW. Tag: Oak.
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Oak Welly Rack | £80.00 – £165.00

A must for every home!

Customisable - choose the size depending on the 
number of big and little feet there are in your 
home
Solid oak - hefty design for everyday use
Personalisable - make it truly belong at yours

    

Oak Welly Rack
This robust but beautiful oak welly rack can carry both large and small wellies and makes a stylish addition to a hallway or 
porch. Our oak welly boot rack is defined in the ratio large pairs to small pairs and can be configured to your liking. Its flexible 
design also allows you to arrange the order of the large and small welly pegs as you see fit. Having trouble removing your 
wellies? Make life easier with our Oak Boot Jack. If you don’t find the size or configuration that you would like, please do contact 
us for bespoke options. 

SKU: N/A. Categories: MOTHERS DAY, For Her Birthday, For His Birthday, Shoes & Boots, Boots & Wellies, WHAT'S NEW. Tag: Oak
.

Boots
3 pairs 2:1, 3 pairs 3:0, 4 Pairs 2:2, 4 Pairs 3:1, 4 Pairs 4:0, 6 pairs 3:3, 6 pairs 4:2, 6 pairs 5:1, 6 

pairs 6:0

Please get in touch if you need additional details

Ligneus Products Ltd, Brimscombe Port Industrial Estate, Stroud, GL5 2QQ | 01453 884 600 | info@ligneus.co.uk
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Rustic Muddy Boots Crate | £40.80 – £50.40

Rustic Muddy Boots Crate an attractive crate to help 
contain all the muddy walkers

    

Rustic Muddy Boots Crate
The Rustic Muddy Boots Crate is derived from our rustic brown crate. It is the medium and large sizes of that crate with “
MUDDY BOOTS” stencilled on the side. They measure: 

Medium – 500 x 370 x 260mm
Large – 600 x 370 x 260mm

Rustic Muddy Boots Stacker Crate

Our standard rustic Muddy Boots crates, like all our crates, are stackable. We do, however, offer an  interlocking option for a 
more supported stack. If you are regularly stacking your crates 3+ high then we would certainly recommend this option. You 
can also add a set of 4 casters to make any Muddy Boots crate or Muddy Boots stacker crate mobile. We have a range of 
labelled/ stencilled crates however if you cannot find one that suits your need you can have one personalised just for you with 
our Rustic Bespoke Stencil Crate. 

SKU: N/A. Categories: Shoes & Boots, Boots & Wellies, Themed Crates.

Size Medium, Large

Stacking Standard, Interlocking

Please get in touch if you need additional details

Ligneus Products Ltd, Brimscombe Port Industrial Estate, Stroud, GL5 2QQ | 01453 884 600 | info@ligneus.co.uk
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